What is a Distribution Pole-Mounted Streetlight Discount?
The distribution pole-mounted streetlight discount offers a discount to customers with streetlights mounted on a distribution pole as opposed to a “stand-alone” streetlight pole. The distribution pole-mounted streetlight discount is available to customers taking service on the OL-1 and LS-1 Rate Schedules.

How do I know if I am eligible for a Distribution Pole-Mounted Streetlight Discount?
Customers who previously purchased streetlights from Southern California Edison (SCE) were informed which streetlights remain in SCE ownership and are mounted on a distribution pole. Customers who do not know if their streetlights are eligible for this rate can request an inventory from SCE for a fee (see “How It Works” section below for more information). You must contact SCE in order to receive the distribution pole-mounted streetlight discount.

What is OL-1 and LS-1?
The OL-1 Rate Schedule is applicable on dusk to dawn lighting of outdoor areas, excluding service to street and highway lighting, where SCE owns the lighting facilities. Service is supplied from overhead lines only, and no more than one pole is installed to provide service under the OL-1 Rate.

The LS-1 Rate Schedule is applicable to street and highway lighting where SCE owns the non-metered streetlight facilities. Communities that have elected to participate in SCE’s LS-1 Option E (community election to replace existing streetlight fixtures with LED technology) are also eligible to receive the Distribution Pole-Mounted Streetlight Discount.
How does it work?

This discount is available to all customers on schedules OL-1 or LS-1 and was updated on October 1, 2022. Accounts eligible for the distribution pole-mounted streetlight discount receive a monthly credit of $4.12 per light.

Non-transfer cities\(^1\) are also eligible for this credit after requesting SCE to complete a “no-fee” inventory of street lights to determine which facilities qualify for the distribution pole credit.

---

\(^1\) Non-transfer cities are communities that did not participate in the SCE acquisition program.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Contact your SCE account manager or SCE’s streetlight project manager (John King —john.king@sce.com) to get further information or to apply to have eligible streetlights placed on this rate.